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Objectives: To investigate the psychometric pro-
perties of the Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS), 
a tool for evaluating upper-body dressing perfor-
mance in stroke patients. 
Design: Cross-sectional study.
Subjects: Seventy-six chronic stroke patients and 
49 healthy older adults. 
Methods: UBDS, Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA), 
Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT), Berg Balance 
Scale (BBS), Timed Up-and-Go Test (TUGT), Limit 
of Stability (LOS) test, Motor Activity Log (MAL-30), 
Arm Activity Measure (AAM), 12-item Short Form 
Health Survey, and Community Integration Mea-
sure – Cantonese version were assessed
Results: UBDS time and UBDS score demonstrated 
good to excellent inter-rater and test-retest reliabi-
lities for chronic stroke patients (intraclass correla-
tion coefficient 0.759–1.000). UBDS time correlated 
significantly with FMA Upper and Lower Extremity, 
WMFT, and BBS scores, TUGT time, LOS Movement 
Velocity (affected side), LOS Maximal Excursion 
(composite), MAL-30 Amount of Use and Quality 
of Movement (affected side), and AAM (section B) 
scores (r = –0.61 to 0.63). The minimal detectable 
changes in UBDS time and UBDS score were 28.67 
s and 0, respectively. The cut-off UBDS time and 
UBDS score were 37.67 s and 7.50, respectively.
Conclusion: UBDS time is a reliable, sensitive, and 
specific measurement for assessing upper-body 
dressing performance in chronic stroke patients.

perform upper-body dressing, coordination, sequencing, 
and proficiency in particular dressing components, 
such as buttoning, and putting the arms into the correct 
sleeves, are necessary (2). Poor upper-body dressing 
performance may affect quality of life of both patients 
and caregivers. A previous study found that 36% of 
stroke patients still experienced difficulties in dressing 
2 years post-stroke (3). Since dysfunction of the upper 
limbs hinders stroke patients’ ability to perform daily 
tasks, such as dressing, assessment of their upper-body 
dressing performance reflects their control of the upper 
limbs (4), which may indicate their independence level 
and quality of life.

There are key limitations in the currently used out-
come measures for assessing upper-body dressing 

LAY ABSTRACT
The skill of upper body dressing is an important com-
ponent of activities of daily living in people with stroke. 
However, there are many limitations in current outcome 
measures to assess upper-body dressing performance. 
The Upper-Body Dressing Scale was developed to evalu-
ate upper-body dressing performance. The objectives of 
this study were to investigate the inter-rater, test–retest 
reliabilities, and minimal detectable changes (MDCs) of 
Upper-Body Dressing Scale time and Upper-Body Dres-
sing Scale score for chronic stroke patients, the correla-
tions of Upper-Body Dressing Scale time and Upper-Body 
Dressing Scale score with stroke-specific outcome mea-
sures, and the cut-off Upper-Body Dressing Scale time 
and Upper-Body Dressing Scale score for distinguishing 
upper-body dressing performance of stroke survivors 
from that of healthy older adults. The Upper-Body Dres-
sing Scale time and Upper-Body Dressing Scale score 
demonstrated good to excellent inter-rater and test– 
retest reliabilities for chronic stroke patients. Upper-
Body Dressing Scale time correlated significantly with 
stroke-specific outcome measures. Thus, Upper-Body 
Dressing Scale time is a reliable, sensitive, and specific 
measurement for assessing upper-body dressing perfor-
mance in chronic stroke patients.
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Upper-body dressing ability is important for inde-
pendent dressing, which affects one’s sense of 

dignity, self-respect, and achievement (1). In order to 
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performance. The Functional Independence Measure 
(FIM) and Barthel Index (BI) each contain 1 item (item 
D “Dressing: upper-body” and item 8 “Dressing”, 
respectively) to assess general upper-body dressing 
performance (4). The Motor Activity Log (MAL-30) 
includes 1 item (item 29 “Button a shirt”) to measure 1 
component action of upper-body dressing (5). However, 
they lack sensitivity in monitoring patients’ progress 
in particular component actions. In addition, MAL-30, 
being self-reported by patients may also lead to desi-
rability bias. Nottingham Stroke Dressing Assessment 
assesses both upper- and lower-body dressing perfor-
mances (6), but does not include standardized instruc-
tions for the level of assistance provided by assessors, 
and is time-consuming, as more than 36 stages are 
assessed. This may reduce its clinical practicality (7).

To help address these limitations, the Upper-Body 
Dressing Scale (UBDS) was proposed in a previous 
study (8), to evaluate upper-body dressing perfor-
mance of stroke patients. UBDS separately assesses 
component actions in upper-body dressing and stan-
dardizes the cues given by assessors, which is crucial 
for organizing new motor patterns in training, and 
helps clinicians to develop evidence-based training 
for specific component actions (9).

UBDS assesses 7 upper-body dressing component 
actions: (i) paretic hand is passed into the sleeve; (ii) 
sleeve is pulled up beyond the elbow joint; (iii) sleeve is 
pulled up beyond the shoulder joint; (iv) shirt is pulled 
across the back to opposite shoulder joint; (v) healthy 
hand is passed into the sleeve; (vi) collar is arranged; 
and (vii) buttons are fastened. Each component is rated 
on a 5-point scale according to patient’s reliance on 
given cues. UBDS scores range from 7 points (no cues, 
indicating least severe disability) to 35 points (highest 
level of cues, indicating most severe disability). UBDS 
score has demonstrated good to excellent inter-rater, 
intra-rater and test–retest reliabilities (intraclass cor-
relation coefficient (ICC) = 0.87–0.999) in vascular 
dementia and stroke patients, and has shown a signifi-
cant negative correlation with FIM (r = –0.72 to –0.93) 
in hemiparesis patients (7, 8).

More research is needed to thoroughly assess the 
reliability of UBDS, its correlation with stroke-specific 
outcome measures and its cut-off for stroke patients. 
Also, previous studies did not include UBDS time as a 
metric for evaluating subjects’ performance. To help fill 
these gaps, the objectives of this study were to evaluate 
the: (i) inter-rater reliability of UBDS time and UBDS 
score for chronic stroke patients; (ii) test–retest reliabi-
lity of UBDS time and UBDS score for chronic stroke 
patients; (iii) minimal detectable changes (MDCs) 
of UBDS time and UBDS score for chronic stroke 
patients; (iv) correlations of UBDS time and UBDS 
score with stroke-specific outcome measures; and (v) 

cut-off UBDS time and UBDS score for distinguishing 
upper-body dressing performance of chronic stroke 
patients from that of healthy older adults.

METHODS

Study design
This was a cross-sectional study. The study was appro-
ved by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Ethics 
Committee and conducted following the guidelines 
of the Declaration of Helsinki. The ethical approval 
number is HSEARS20210110002-01. Participants 
were well-informed about the study procedures and 
objectives, and written consent was obtained before 
the start of the study.

Sample calculation
As excellent inter-rater (ICC = 0.971) reliability has 
been reported for UBDS score for patients with vas-
cular dementia and stroke (7), the ICC for chronic 
stroke patients was assumed to be 0.9. As no previous 
study has evaluated correlations between UBDS and 
stroke-specific outcome measures for chronic stroke 
patients, a medium correlation was assumed (ρ = 0.30). 
To obtain a statistically significant difference at a sig-
nificance level of 0.05 and power of 80%, a sample 
size of ≥ 64 subjects was required (10).

Participants
A total of 76 chronic stroke patients (i.e. diagnosed 
with stroke for more than 6 months) were recruited 
from local self-help groups in Hong Kong between 
January 2021 and July 2021. Patients were included 
if they: (i) were ≥ 50 years old; (ii) were ≥ 6 months 
post-stroke confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging; 
(iii) were medically stable to complete the assessments 
safely; (iv) scored ≥ 7 in the Abbreviated Mental Test 
(AMT) (11); (v) had no neurological, cardiovascular, 
or musculoskeletal comorbidities that would affect the 
assessments; (vi) could understand and follow simple 
instructions; (vii) had voluntary control in their non-
paretic arm; (viii) had at least minimal antigravity 
shoulder movement and ≥ 5° antigravity wrist exten-
sion in their paretic arm.

A total of 49 healthy older adults aged ≥ 50 years 
old with stable health condition were recruited from 
local community centres. The inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria for the healthy group are the same as 
the stroke group, except that the healthy participants 
did not have history of stroke. Participants were 
excluded if they had any neurological, cardiovascu-
lar, or musculoskeletal disorders that would affect 
the assessments.
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Upper-Body Dressing Scale for assessment of stroke survivors p. 3 of 11

Testing procedures
All raters were trained sufficiently and approved by 
the principal investigator before conducting the study. 
The testing procedure is shown in Fig. 1. On day 1, the 
demographics and stroke-specific outcome measures of 
chronic stroke patients were evaluated by rater A, who 
was randomly assigned by the research team. UBDS 
time and UBDS score of the stroke patients were then 
simultaneously assessed by rater A and rater B. On 
day 2, 7 days after day 1, UBDS time and UBDS score 
of the stroke subjects were assessed again by rater A. 
The demographics, UBDS time and UBDS score of 
the healthy older adults were assessed only once by 
rater A on day 1.

Outcome measures
Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS). The UBDS 
assesses upper-body dressing ability (8). Subjects 
were asked to grasp their shirt collar as the starting 
position. Assessors started timing on giving the ver-
bal instruction “Please put on the shirt” and stopped 
when subjects had fastened the fourth button. Subjects 
underwent 1 trial after instructions and demonstra-
tions. Praise was given to subjects after completing 
each component action. One score was given if no 
cues were needed. When subjects showed inadequate 
component actions or did nothing for 10 s, cues were 
offered using time-delay method and scores were 
instead given at 4 levels in the following order: 2 
scores for verbal cue (e.g. “Can you pass your right 
hand into the sleeve?”); 3 scores for modelling (the 
assessor mimicked the component action); 4 scores 
for tapping (the assessor tapped on subject’s body or 
clothing); 5 scores for assistance (the assessor phy-
sically guided subject’s hand). The total score of each 
component was taken as UBDS score while the total 
time used was taken as UBDS time. Both were used 
for data analysis. UBDS scores range from 7 to 35. 
Higher UBDS scores and longer UBDS time indicate 
poorer upper-body dressing performance. Excellent 
inter-rater (ICC = 0.999), intra-rater (ICC = 0.971), 
and test–retest (ICC = 0.87) reliabilities have been 
demonstrated for UBDS score in vascular dementia 
and stroke patients (7, 8).

Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA). FMA assess the motor 
control of upper extremity and lower extremity (12). 
Motor domains of FMA-UE and FMA-LE quantify 
stroke patients’ motor impairments, including reflexes, 
movement synergy, and coordination, using a 3-point 
scale for each item. FMA-UE and FMA-LE contain 33 
and 17 items with maximum scores of 66 and 34, respec-
tively. Higher scores indicate less motor impairment. 
Excellent inter-rater (ICC3,1 = 1.000) and test–retest 
(ICC3,1 = 0.972) reliabilities have been demonstrated for 
FMA-UE. Good to excellent inter-rater (ICC3,1 = 0.93) 
and test–retest (ICC3,1 = 0.868) reliabilities have been 
demonstrated for FMA-LE in stroke patients (12).

Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT). WMFT inclu-
des 17 items for assessing the functional ability of 
the more-affected upper-limb using a 6-point scale, 
except tasks 7 and 14 (13). Performance of task 7, 
which measured the amount of weight carried in lbs, 
and performance of task 14, which measures grip 
strength in kg. The maximum score is 75. Higher score 
indicates better motor function. Excellent inter-rater 
(ICC3,1 > 0.93), and test–retest (r = 0.95) reliabilities 
have been demonstrated for WMFT in chronic hemi-
plegic stroke patients (13).

Berg Balance Scale (BBS). BBS measures functional 
balance (14). It is a 14-item ordinal scale, 5-point scale 
for each item, with a maximum score of 56. Higher 
scores indicate better balance performance. Excel-
lent inter-rater (ICC = 0.98), intra-rater (ICC = 0.97), 
and test–retest (ICC2,1 = 0.98) reliabilities have been 
demonstrated for BBS in independently-mobile older 
individuals and stroke patients (14).

Timed Up-and-Go Test (TUGT). TUGT measures 
the functional mobility of older individuals (15). The 
subjects were required to stand up from a chair with 
a backrest and walk along a 3-m straight line at their 
normal gait speed, make a 360° turn and then walk 
back to the chair and sit down with their trunk touching 
the backrest. Subjects underwent 1 practice trial and 
3 timed trials. The mean time taken to complete the 
task was calculated in seconds. Longer time indicates 
poorer functional mobility, while time exceeding 30 s 
implies mobility deficits. Good to excellent test–retest 
(ICC > 0.95) (15), intra-rater (ICC ≥ 0.91) (16), and 
inter-rater (ICC ≥ 0.75) (16) reliabilities have been 
demonstrated for TUGT in stroke patients. 

Limit of Stability (LOS) test. LOS test measures sub-
jects’ ability to volitionally move their centre of gravity 
(COG) without losing their balance or changing their 
base of support (BOS) (17). In this study, a computed 
dynamic posturography system (Bertec Corporation, 
Columbus, OH, USA) was used to conduct the test, 
with visual feedback provided on a computer screen. 
Subjects were instructed to stand on a force plate and 
shift their COG to 8 target body positions on the screen. 

Fig. 1. Testing procedure for determining test–retest and inter-rater 
reliability, and cut-off Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time and 
UBDS score.
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A harness was used for safety. Subjects’ reaction time 
(RT), movement velocity (MV), endpoint excursion 
(EE), maximal excursion (ME), and directional control 
(DC) were measured in 5 components (forward, back-
ward, right, left, composite) (18). “RT” refers to time 
between the cue and the initiation of COG movement. 
“MV” refers to mean speed of movement towards the 
target. “EE” refers to the distance travelled on the first 
attempt to reach the target. “ME” refers to the furthest 
distance travelled. “DC” refers to the amount of move-
ment towards the target minus the amount of movement 
away from the target (18). Lower RT, and higher MV, 
EE, ME, and DC indicate better balance performance. 
Good test–retest reliability (ICCs = 0.84–0.88) has been 
demonstrated for LOS test in stroke patients (17).

Motor Activity Log (MAL-30). MAL-30 assesses 
the functional ability of the more-affected arm of 
community-dwelling stroke patients (19). The amount 
of use (AOU) and quality of movement (QOM) for 
30 functional tasks were quantified using an 11-point 
sub-scale. The mean scores for AOU and QOM were 
calculated, respectively, with maximum scores of 5. 
Higher scores indicate greater functional ability. 
Excellent inter-rater (ICC = 0.91–0.98) and test–retest 
(ICC = 0.99) reliabilities have been demonstrated for 
MAL-30 in chronic stroke patients (19).

Arm Activity Measure (AAM). AAM assesses 
active and passive upper-limb function of hemiplegic 
patients using a 5-point scale (20). Session A (pas-
sive domain) and Section B (active domain) contain 
7 and 13 items with maximum scores of 28 and 52, 
respectively. Higher scores indicate more severe 
disability. Good test–retest reliability (quadratic-
weighted kappa = 0.71–0.94) and good to excellent 
internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.85–0.96) 
have been demonstrated for AAM in hemiparetic 
patients (20).

12-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-12). SF-12 
assesses the health-related quality of life (21). Physical 
component summary (PCS) is categorized into phy-
sical functioning, role limitations due to physical health 
problems, bodily pain, and general pain. Mental com-
ponent summary (MCS) is categorized into vitality, 
social functioning, role limitations due to emotional 
problems, and mental health. Scores range from 0 to 
100. Higher scores indicate better physical and mental 
quality of life. Good internal consistency (Cronbach’s 
alpha = 0.833–0.894) has been demonstrated for SF-12 
in ischaemic stroke patients (22).

Community Integration Measure–Cantonese version 
(CIM-C). CIM-C assesses the community integration 
level in people with stroke (23). It is a 10-item ques-
tionnaire measuring community integration of Hong 
Kong stroke individuals using a 5-point scale (23). 
Scores range from 10 to 50. Higher scores indicate bet-
ter community integration. Good test–retest reliability 

(ICC = 0.84) and internal consistency (Cronbach’s 
alpha = 0.84) have been demonstrated for CIM-C in 
chronic stroke patients (23).

Statistical analysis
SPSS software (version 26; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, 
USA) was used to perform the data analyses.

Descriptive statistics were used to calculate subjects’ 
demographics, and UBDS time and UBDS score for 
subgroups analysis. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and 
Levene’s test were used to calculate the normality and 
the homogeneity of variance, respectively. Indepen-
dent t-tests, 1-way analysis of variance, and Tukey’s 
tests were used for comparing parametric data. χ2 and 
Mann–Whitney U test were used for comparing non-
parametric data. Significance level was set at α = 0.05.

ICC3,2 and ICC2,1 were used to quantify inter-rater 
and test–retest reliabilities, respectively (24).

The MDCs were calculated as follows (25):

MDC = 1.96 × SEM × 

where SEM is the standard error of measurement, 
calculated as

SEM = SD

where SD is the standard deviation, and r is the  
test–retest reliability coefficient.

Correlations analyses were calculated by Pearson’s r 
values for parametric data and Spearman’s rho values 
for non-parametric data. Correlations analyses were 
calculated by Pearson’s r for parametric data, and 
Spearman’s rho for non-parametric data. The Bonfer-
roni correction was used, as the Bonferroni correction 
was more commonly used to control the false-positive 
rate in the multiple comparison compared with other 
adjustment tests (26). The significance level was 
adjusted to α = 0.008 (0.05/6) after Bonferroni cor-
rections as motor control, upper-limb motor function, 
balance function, upper-limb usage, health-related 
quality of life, and community integration were the 
primary outcome categories.

Cut-off UBDS time and UBDS score were determi-
ned by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 
and Youden index (27). Area under curve (AUC) was 
used to calculate the discrimination accuracy.

ICC values, correlation values, and AUC values 
of < 0.25, 0.25–0.5, 0.5–0.75, 0.75–0.9, and > 0.9 were 
defined as poor, fair, moderate, good, and excellent, 
respectively (25).

RESULTS

A total of 76 chronic stroke patients (47 men, 29 
women) and 49 healthy older adults (14 men, 35 

2,

1– r,
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Upper-Body Dressing Scale for assessment of stroke survivors p. 5 of 11

women) were recruited. The mean (SD) ages of 
the 2 groups were 64.07 (6.25) and 61.90 (7.29) 
years, respectively. The mean time since stroke 
for stroke patients was 85.29 (56.02) months. 
There were significant differences in sex, weight, 
and BMI between stroke patients and healthy ol-
der adults. Subjects’ demographics are shown in 
Table I.

On both days, UBDS time (mean 90.54 s; SD 
63.20) was significantly longer for stroke patients 
than for healthy older adults (mean 28.84 s; SD 
14.37). However, there was no significant difference 
in UBDS score between stroke patients (mean 7.19; 
SD 0.96) and healthy older adults (mean 7.00; SD 
0.00). Subjects’ mean values of UBDS time, UBDS 
score and other stroke-specific outcome measures 
are listed in Table II.

Both UBDS time and UBDS score demonstrated 
excellent inter-rater reliability (ICC3,2 = 1.000). 
The test–retest reliability was good for UBDS time 
(ICC2,1 = 0.759), and excellent for UBDS score 
(ICC2,1 = 0.913) (Table III). MDCs of UBDS time 
and UBDS score calculated were 28.71 s and 0, 
which indicated the smallest threshold of change 
that is greater than measurement error of the UBDS, 
respectively.

There were significant correlations between UBDS 
time and other stroke-specific outcome measures 
(Table IV, Fig. 2). UBDS time showed significant 
negative correlations with FMA-UE, FMA-LE, 
WMFT, BBS scores, LOS MV (affected side), LOS 
ME (composite), and MAL-30 AOU and QOM 
(affected side) scores (r = –0.31 to –0.61). Significant 
positive correlations with TUGT time and AAM 
(section B) score (r = 0.46 to 0.63) was also found. 
Meanwhile, UBDS score only showed significant 
negative correlation with LOS MV (composite) 
(r = –0.30). 

The cut-off UBDS time was 37.67 s (AUC = 91.6%, 
sensitivity = 86.8%, specificity = 89.8%, p < 0.001) 
while the cut-off UBDS score was 7.50 (AUC = 52.0%, 

sensitivity = 3.9%, specificity = 100%, p = 0.710), 
which indicated the UBDS time and score has a 
possibility of 91.6% and 52.0% to distinguish upper-
body dressing performance between chronic stroke 
patients and healthy older adults (Fig. 3).

Table I. Demographics of stroke patients and healthy older adults

Characteristics Stroke (n = 76) Healthy (n = 49) p-value

Age, years, mean (SD) 64.07 (6.25) 61.90 (7.29) 0.050
Sex, male/female, n 47/29 14/35 < 0.001*
Height, cm, mean (SD) 163.70 (7.24) 162.04 (8.39) 0.243
Weight, kg, mean (SD) 64.44 (9.88) 59.39 (11.40) 0.001*
Body mass index, kg/m2, 
mean (SD)

24.01 (3.09) 22.53 (3.18) 0.006*

Time since stroke, month, 
mean (SD)

85.29 (56.02) NA NA

Affected side, left/right, n 35/41 NA NA
Type of stroke,  
ischaemia/haemorrhage, n

48/28 NA NA

NA: not applicable. SD: standard deviation.
*Significant difference at the p < 0.05 level of confidence.

Table II. Mean Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time and UBDS 
score and stroke-specific outcome measures for stroke patients 
and healthy older adults

Parameters

Affected side 
of stroke 
patients  
(n = 76)

Mean (SD)

Healthy  
(n = 49)

Mean (SD)

p-value 
(stroke patients 

compared 
with healthy 
older adults)

Day 1 Rater A 91.81 (64.24) 28.84 (14.37) < 0.001*
 Rater B 91.59 (64.05) < 0.001*
Day 2 89.26 (62.16) < 0.001*
Day 1 Rater A 7.16 (0.93) 7.00 (0.00) 0.161
 Rater B 7.16 (0.93) 0.161
Day 2 7.21 (0.98) 0.068
 Upper extremity 45.61 (17.56)
 Lower extremity 26.38 (4.65)
WMFT 52.14 (20.00)
BBS 50.62 (5.84)
TUGT (s) 16.83 (11.90)
 Forward 1.52 (0.50)
 Backward 1.61 (0.48)
 Affected side 1.43 (0.48)
 Unaffected side 1.44 (0.49)
 Composite 1.49 (0.43)
LOS_MV (degree/s) 
 Forward 2.28 (1.19)
 Backward 1.69 (1.11)
 Affected side 2.74 (1.70)
 Unaffected side 2.67 (1.33)
 Composite 2.31 (1.00)
LOS_EE (%)
 Forward 37.91 (22.44)
 Backward 33.08 (21.31)
 Affected side 44.57 (22.78)
 Unaffected side 44.12 (20.41)
 Composite 39.53 (17.99)
LOS_ME (mm)
 Forward 51.68 (26.21)
 Backward 48.17 (27.40)
 Affected side 55.07 (22.85)
 Unaffected side 58.07 (23.19)
 Composite 53.43 (21.31)
LOS_DC (%)
 Forward 50.02 (23.10)
 Backward 28.98 (22.52)
 Affected side 47.27 (23.05)
 Unaffected side 49.77 (21.22)
 Composite 42.43 (19.83)
 AOU, Affected side 1.62 (1.35)
 AOU, Unaffected side 4.89 (0.29)
 QOM, Affected side 1.85 (1.51)
 QOM, Unaffected side 4.94 (0.18)
 Section A 2.30 (3.03)
 Section B 24.32 (15.73)
 PCS 39.79 (8.76)
 MCS 49.46 (10.84)
 Total 89.25 (15.83)
CIM-C 40.78 (7.02)

SD: standard deviation; UBDS: Upper-Body Dressing Scale; FMA: Fugl-
Meyer Assessment; WMFT: Wolf Motor Function Test; BBS: Berg Balance 
Scale; TUGT: Timed Up-and-Go Test; LOS: Limit of Stability; RT: Reaction 
Time; MV: Movement Velocity; EE: Endpoint Excursion; ME: Maximum 
Excursion; DC: Directional Control; MAL-30: Motor Activity Log; AOU: 
Amount of Use; QOM: Quality of Movement; AAM: Arm Activity Measure; 
SF-12: 12-item Short Form Health Survey; PCS: Physical Component Score; 
MCS: Mental Component Score; CIM-C: Community Integration Measure – 
Cantonese version.
*Significant difference at the p < 0.05 level of confidence.
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Mean UBDS time and UBDS score for sub-groups 
of chronic stroke patients with different level of 
impairments were summarized (Table V). There were 
significant differences in UBDS time between stroke 
patients with different levels of motor impairment 
(p < 0.001); upper-limb impairment (p < 0.001), lower-
limb impairment (p = 0.009); and fall risk (p < 0.001). 
There were no significant differences in UBDS score 
between sub-groups.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to evaluate the inter-rater relia-
bility, test–retest reliability, MDCs of UBDS time and 
UBDS score for chronic stroke patients, correlations 
of UBDS time and UBDS score with stroke-specific 
outcome measures, and cut-off UBDS time and UBDS 
score best distinguishing the upper-body dressing 
performance of chronic stroke patients from that of 
healthy older adults.

Upper-Body Dressing Scale performance
This is the first study to include UBDS time as a measu-
rement. UBDS time was significantly different between 
chronic stroke patients and healthy older adults, which 
indicates that this metric could possibly differentiate 
the UBDS performance of chronic stroke patients from 
that of healthy older adults. Meanwhile, UBDS score 
was not significantly different (p = 0.068–0.161) bet-
ween chronic stroke patients and healthy older adults 
in the current study.

UBDS time in chronic stroke patients was approx-
imately 3 times of that in healthy older adults. This may 
be due to the motor and sensory impairments in stroke 
patients, such as muscle weakness, spasticity, and 
visual inattention (2, 28). Abnormal firing rate patterns 
and motor unit control result in muscle weakness (29). 
Hyperexcited stretch reflex results in spasticity (29), 
which was experienced by 20–25% of stroke patients as 
shown in a previous study (30). Sensory impairments, 
including proprioceptive errors, may further lead to 
inaccurate motor output (28). These impairments may 
contribute to the increase in difficulties to complete the 
UBDS task (6). Our sub-group analysis also revealed 
that chronic stroke patients with more severe motor 
impairments and greater fall risks had longer UBDS 
time. Further investigation is required to evaluate the 
precise effect of motor impairment severity on upper-
body dressing performance.

UBDS score for chronic stroke patients in this study 
was notably lower than that of dementia and stroke 
patients in the previous study (7). The differences may 
be due to greater functional limitation experienced by 
stroke patients with dementia than that by patients 
with stroke alone. Dementia patients may have limited 

Table III. Inter-rater reliability and test-retest reliability of Upper-
Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time and UBDS score

Reliability UBDS time UBDS score

Inter-rater
ICC3,2 (95% CI)

1.000 (1.000–1.000) 1.000 (1.000–1.000)

Test–retest
ICC2,1 (95% CI)

0.759 (0.673–0.824) 0.913 (0.867–0.944)

95% CI: 95% confidence interval; ICC: intraclass correlation coefficient

Table IV. Correlation of Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time 
and UBDS score with stroke-specific outcome measures

UBDS time (s) 
Spearman’s rho 

(p-value)

UBDS score 
Spearman’s rho 

(p-value)

FMA
 Upper extremity –0.58 (p < 0.001)* –0.18 (p = 0.118)
 Lower extremity –0.51 (p < 0.001)* –0.06 (p = 0.616)
WMFT –0.58 (p < 0.001)* –0.28 (p = 0.016)
BBS –0.41 (p < 0.001)* –0.28 (p = 0.016)
TUGT (s) 0.46 (p < 0.001)* 0.23 (p = 0.048)
LOS_RT (s)
 Forward –0.25 (p = 0.027) –0.25 (p = 0.028)
 Backward 0.03 (p = 0.784) 0.02 (p = 0.855)
 Affected side 0.05 (p = 0.674) 0.20 (p = 0.085)
 Unaffected side –0.02 (p = 0.887) –0.06 (p = 0.614)
 Composite –0.03 (p = 0.786) 0.00 (p = 0.992)
LOS_MV (degree/s)
 Forward –0.21 (p = 0.069) –0.21 (p = 0.072)
 Backward –0.11 (p = 0.340) –0.20 (p = 0.079)
 Affected side –0.32 (p = 0.005)* –0.30 (p = 0.009)
 Unaffected side –0.25 (p = 0.031) –0.21 (p = 0.076)
 Composite –0.27 (p = 0.016) –0.30 (p = 0.008)*
LOS_EE (%)
 Forward –0.10 (p = 0.377) –0.09 (p = 0.425)
 Backward –0.18 (p = 0.126) –0.08 (p = 0.472)
 Affected side –0.29 (p = 0.012) –0.20 (p = 0.082)
 Unaffected side –0.25 (p = 0.028) –0.19 (p = 0.102)
 Composite –0.27 (p = 0.020) –0.19 (p = 0.101)
LOS_ME (mm)
 Forward –0.15 (p = 0.202) –0.16 (p = 0.165)
 Backward –0.27 (p = 0.019) –0.12 (p = 0.293)
 Affected side –0.28 (p = 0.013) –0.25 (p = 0.032)
 Unaffected side –0.29 (p = 0.011) –0.22 (p = 0.058)
 Composite –0.31 (p = 0.007)* –0.23 (p = 0.048)
LOS_DC (%)
 Forward –0.15 (p = 0.191) –0.11 (p = 0.325)
 Backward –0.27 (p = 0.018) –0.01 (p = 0.914)
 Affected side –0.26 (p = 0.024) –0.10 (p = 0.387)
 Unaffected side –0.09 (p = 0.436) –0.11 (p = 0.330)
 Composite –0.24 (p = 0.034) –0.08 (p = 0.483)
MAL-30
 AOU, Affected side –0.60 (p < 0.001)* –0.26 (p = 0.021)
 AOU, Unaffected side 0.06 (p = 0.631) –0.02 (p = 0.837)
 QOM, Affected side –0.61 (p < 0.001)* –0.28 (p = 0.015)
 QOM, Unaffected side –0.02 (p = 0.901) –0.05 (p = 0.683)
AAM
 Section A 0.26 (p = 0.021) –0.06 (p = 0.590)
 Section B 0.63 (p < 0.001)* 0.26 (p = 0.024)
SF-12
 PCS –0.18 (p = 0.126) –0.05 (p = 0.667)
 MCS –0.03 (p = 0.774) 0.02 (p = 0.843)
 Total –0.17 (p = 0.144) –0.04 (p = 0.745)
CIM-C –0.03 (p = 0.803) –0.09 (p = 0.455)

UBDS: Upper-Body Dressing Scale; FMA: Fugl-Meyer Assessment; WMFT: 
Wolf Motor Function Test; BBS: Berg Balance Scale; TUGT: Timed Up-
and-Go Test; LOS: Limit of Stability; RT: Reaction Time; MV: Movement 
Velocity; EE: Endpoint Excursion; ME: Maximum Excursion; DC: 
Directional Control; MAL-30: Motor Activity Log; AOU: Amount of Use; 
QOM: Quality of Movement; AAM: Arm Activity Measure; SF-12: 12-item 
Short Form Health Survey; PCS: Physical Component Score; MCS: Mental 
Component Score; CIM-C: Community Integration Measure – Cantonese 
version
*Significant correlation after Bonferroni correction at the p < 0.008 (0.05/6) 
level of confidence.
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Upper-Body Dressing Scale for assessment of stroke survivors p. 7 of 11

learning ability to acquire new behavioural chains to 
accomplish dressing tasks, echoing a previous study 
that observed that patients with vascular dementia 
and Alzheimer’s disease experienced more difficulties 
with upper-body and lower-body dressing (31). In 
addition, UBDS score for our chronic stroke patients 
(mean = 7.19; SD = 0.96) was lower than that reported 
in previous study (median = 21) (8), which included 
subacute stroke patients with moderate to severe cog-
nitive impairment. The differences in UBDS score 

may be explained by the differences in cognitive 
functioning between 2 study groups as our patients 
had relatively higher cognitive function (scored ≥ 7 in 
AMT). This may also explain the similar UBDS score 
between chronic stroke patients and healthy older 
adults (mean = 7.00; SD = 0.00) in this study. Cognitive 
impairments, such as constructional apraxia, unilateral 
spatial neglect, and asomatognosia, may affect upper-
body dressing ability (2). Moreover, chronic stroke 
patients scored similarly regardless of their levels of 

Fig. 2. Relationship between Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) Time with: (A) Fugl-Meyer Assessment- upper extremities (FMA-UE); (B) Fugl-
Meyer Assessment-lower extremities (FMA-LE); (C) Berg Balance Scale (BBS); (D) Limit of Stability-Movement Velocity (LOS-MV), Affected Side; 
(E) Limit of Stability-Maximum Excursion (LOS-ME), Composite; (F) Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT); (G) Timed Up-and-Go (TUG); (H) Motor 
Activity Log-Amount of Use (MAL-AOU), Affected Side; (I) Motor Activity Log-Quality of Movement (MAL-QOM), Affected Side; and (J) Arm Activity 
Measure (AAM), Section B.
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Upper-Body Dressing Scale for assessment of stroke survivors p. 8 of 11

impairment and fall risk, as they were expected to be 
capable of understanding the method of putting on a 
buttoned shirt and thus required minimal or no cues to 
complete the UBDS task. However, contributions of 
physical and cognitive factors to UBDS performance 
for stroke patients have not yet been established. 
Further research is needed to delineate the contribu-
tion of various factors affecting UBDS performance.

As this was the first study to assess UBDS time, 
neither UBDS time of chronic stroke patients and 
healthy older adults in this study could be compared 
with previous studies. UBDS score for healthy older 
adults could not be compared with previous studies 
either, as previous studies have performed UBDS on 

vascular dementia and stroke patients alone (7, 8, 28). 
However, all of the healthy older adults scored 7 in 
UBDS score, indicating that no cues were needed to 
complete the test.

Reliability
Consistent with previous study on UBDS score for 
vascular dementia and stroke patients (7), the cur-
rent results showed excellent inter-rater reliability of 
UBDS time and UBDS score. This is because UBDS 
uses a standardized set-up and instructions, and raters 
are given sufficient time to practise implementing the 
scale. Therefore, consistent measurements could be 
obtained with minimal errors between raters. 

The current results also illustrated good to excellent 
test–retest reliability for UBDS time and UBDS score, 
which were consistent with those from a previous 
study of UBDS score for subacute stroke patients (8). 
This implies that the influence of learning effects and 
fatigue on UBDS is minimal, thus the measurements 
between trials are consistent. 

Correlation with stroke-specific outcome measures
UBDS time was found to have significant moderate 
negative correlations with FMA-UE and FMA-LE 
scores. Patients with lower FMA-UE score may 
have poorer control over their upper-limb, such 
as muscle synergies, multi-planar movements and 
coordination, while patients with lower FMA-LE 
score may have poorer control over their lower-limb, 
which may reduce their standing stability during 
the dressing task. Thus, more time is required to 
complete UBDS.

A significant moderate negative correlation was 
found between UBDS time and WMFT score. This 
was consistent with the results of a previous study 

Table V. Mean Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time and UBDS 
score of stroke patients with different level of impairment

Impairment
Sample, n 

(Total n = 76)
UBDS time (s) 

Mean (SD)
UBDS score 
Mean (SD)

Motor impairment, H 
(p-value)

p < 0.001* 0.168

Severe to very severe 
(FMA-total: 0–55)

18 139.31 (89.10) 7.28 (0.96)

Moderate (FMA-total: 
56–79)

27 100.57 (52.18) 7.26 (1.35)

Mild (FMA-total: 80–100) 31 56.60 (27.50) 7.00 (0.00)
Upper-limb impairment, U 
(p-value)

p < 0.001* p = 0.400

Moderate to severe (FMA-
UE: 0–39)

32 126.11 (78.54) 7.16 (0.72)

Minimal to mild (FMA-UE: 
40–66)

44 66.86 (35.20) 7.16 (1.06)

Lower-limb impairment, U 
(p-value)

p = 0.009* p = 0.575

Moderate to severe (FMA-
LE: 0–21)

15 122.46 (61.17) 7.07 (0.26)

Minimal to mild (FMA-LE: 
22–34)

61 84.27 (63.19) 7.18 (1.03)

Fall risk, U (p-value) p < 0.001* p = 0.087
Low risk (TUGT < 13.5 s) 37 67.26 (43.69) 7.00 (0.00)
High risk (TUGT ≥ 13.5 s) 39 115.10 (72.07) 7.31 (1.28)

SD: standard deviation; UBDS: Upper-Body Dressing Scale; FMA: Fugl-
Meyer Assessment; UE: Upper extremities; LE: Lower extremities; TUGT: 
Timed Up-and-Go Test.
*Significant difference at the p < 0.05 level of confidence.

Fig. 3. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) time and UBDS score. (A) ROC curve for UBDS time 
(area under curve; AUC) 91.6%; sensitivity, 86.8%; specificity, 89.8%; p < 0.001). (B) ROC curve for UBDS score (AUC 52.0%; sensitivity, 3.9%; 
specificity, 100%; p = 0.710).
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Upper-Body Dressing Scale for assessment of stroke survivors p. 9 of 11

suggesting a strong correlation between upper-limb 
functions and the degree of dressing independence 
(p < 0.001) (32). This may be due to the high functional 
demand on the affected limb in UBDS, during which 
patients are required to pass the paretic hand into 
a sleeve and fasten the buttons. Therefore, patients 
with poorer hand and shoulder control may complete 
UBDS more slowly. As the current study only inclu-
ded patients with voluntary control of the non-paretic 
arm and at least minimal antigravity movement in the 
paretic shoulder and wrist, patients with more severe 
disability could be recruited in future studies.

Significant fair correlations were found between 
UBDS time and both clinical and laboratory balance 
performance, including BBS score, LOS MV (affected 
side), LOS ME (composite), and TUGT time. A signi-
ficant fair negative correlation was also found between 
UBDS score and LOS MV (composite) (r = –0.30). This 
was consistent with the results of previous studies, 
which have identified a positive correlation between 
independence in upper-body dressing and balance in 
stroke patients (33, 34).Since UBDS was performed 
in standing, patients with reduced standing balance 
capacity might adopt a more cautious and hesitant 
manoeuvre, and need extra time to maintain balance 
(33). In contrast, a previous study found no correlation 
between dressing ability and TUGT (35). The patients 
recruited to the current study have a relatively higher 
cognitive function, with AMT score ≥ 7, while the 
previous study included individuals regardless of their 
cognitive ability. This disparity in subject characteris-
tics may explain the difference in results, as cognitive 
function is crucial in dressing (36). 

However, no significant correlations were found 
between UBDS time and all LOS outcomes, except 
MV (affected side) and ME (composite), and bet-
ween UBDS score and all LOS outcomes except 
MV (composite). As LOS primarily measures the 
movement of COG within the limit of BOS, while 
UBDS requires only minimal movement of COG, 
it appears logical that UBDS time and UBDS score 
were not correlated with most of the LOS data. The 
significant correlations may be attributed to the 
reduced general capabilities in patients with longer 
UBDS time and higher UBDS score, leading to a less 
satisfactory performance in LOS test. Nevertheless, 
the exact mechanism of this correlation is unclear 
and further investigation is needed to determine the 
underlying cause.

UBDS time had significant moderate negative corre-
lations with MAL-30 AOU and QOM scores (affected 
side). Upper-body dressing requires sufficient upper 
extremity control, which was evaluated in MAL-30. 
The current results were expected, as subjects with 
a better control of affected limb may show superior 

execution of dressing tasks, and hence shorter UBDS 
time. Although MAL-30 is a self-administered ques-
tionnaire, it has been found to be correlated with 
several objective measures regarding general disabi-
lity and upper extremity function, such as FMA-UE, 
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale, and Purdue 
pegboard (5, 37). The current findings help to validate 
the correlation between an objective dressing scale and 
a subjective questionnaire.

The current study recognized a significant moderate 
positive correlation between UBDS time and AAM 
section B, but not section A. While section A assessed 
passive tasks, section B assessed tasks requiring active 
control of paretic upper-limb, including initiation of 
movement and stabilization, similar to UBDS. The 
correlation between UBDS time and AAM section B 
seems reasonable.

No significant correlations were identified between 
UBDS time and SF-12 or CIM-C score. These results 
were inconsistent with those of a previous study sho-
wing a fair to moderate positive correlation between 
CIM score and Jacket Test completion time (38). This 
result was unexpected, as dressing skills are crucial for 
independent functioning in people with severe disabi-
lity (39). Since buttoning is not required in the Jacket 
Test (38), these surprising results may be due to pos-
sible compensatory strategies adopted by our subjects 
in daily functioning and community integration, such 
as wearing clothes without buttons, This results in a 
disparate result between UBDS time and self-reported 
questionnaire regarding quality of life and community 
integration (39)

There were no significant correlations between 
UBDS score and any of the stroke-specific outcome 
measures except LOS MV (composite), as mentioned 
above. This may be due to the satisfactory cognitive 
function of the current subjects. Their understanding of 
the dressing task reduced their needs for cues and gui-
dance, which imposed a ceiling effect in UBDS score.

Cut-off score
The cut-off UBDS time could differentiate the upper-
body dressing performance of chronic stroke patients 
from healthy older adults, but the cut-off UBDS score 
could not. UBDS time has a high AUC of 0.916 indi-
cating excellent accuracy. Using the Youden index, the 
optimal cut-off UBDS time was found to be 37.67 s, 
with a high sensitivity of 86.8% and a high specificity 
of 89.8%. Meanwhile, the cut-off UBDS score of 7.50 
has a poor discriminating ability, with a sensitivity of 
3.9% and a specificity of 100%. Therefore, only UBDS 
time is a sensitive and specific tool for differentiating 
between the upper-body dressing performance of 
chronic stroke patients and that of healthy older adults, 
with an outstanding diagnostic power.
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Limitations and future directions
First, the sample size estimation was based on the 
effect sizes calculated for reliability and correla-
tion analyses. To draw a more robust conclusion, a 
larger sample size should be used in future studies. 
Secondly, the findings may not be generalizable to 
stroke patients of all ages, ethnicities, and levels of 
stroke chronicity. As the data were collected from 
chronic stroke patients age ≥ 50 years, who were re-
cruited from a local self-help group with more active 
lifestyles, they may have better motor functions than 
other stroke patients, which may have caused bias. 
Thirdly, upper-body dressing ability may be affected 
by cognitive and sensory impairments, which were 
not considered in the current study. Fourthly, this 
study only assessed upper-body dressing in terms of 
time and score without considering the quality of mo-
vement. Fifthly, the stroke group showed significant 
differences in sex, weight, body mass index (BMI) 
to the healthy control in this study. All these factors 
may impact on the motor function of the upper limb, 
which may contribute to the significant difference of 
the UBDS performance between people with stroke 
and healthy older adults in this study. The unmatched 
characteristics between people with stroke and heal-
thy older adults may be attributed to the small sample 
size of this study. Therefore, precaution should be 
taken before explaining the result of the cut-off score 
to distinguish the UBDS performance between heal-
thy older adults and people with stroke in this study. 
Finally, due to the uneven sex ratio and significant 
differences in mean body weight and BMI between 
the 2 groups, the suggested MDCs and cut-off UBDS 
time should be interpreted with caution.

Future studies should extend our assessment of 
upper-body dressing performance to individuals of 
different ages, ethnicities, levels of stroke chronicity, 
and levels of cognitive and sensory impairments to 
increase the generalizability of UBDS to stroke popula-
tion. Further research could also examine the extent of 
how physical and cognitive impairments affect UBDS 
performance, and investigate other possible neuro-
muscular factors, such as coordination and upper-limb 
proprioception. A larger sample size with an equivalent 
proportion of demographic data between people with 
stroke and healthy older adults could enable a more 
robust conclusion to be drawn.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates that UBDS time is a simple, 
yet reliable, sensitive, and specific measurement for 
evaluating upper-body dressing performance in ch-
ronic stroke patients, which has a 91.6% possibility 
to successfully differentiate upper-body dressing per-

formance between chronic stroke patients and healthy 
older adults. 
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